Frontal and posterior sources of event-related potentials in semantic comprehension.
An important question in brain and language research is how activity in multiple brain networks is coordinated over time during semantic comprehension. To address this question, we applied spatiotemporal source analysis to event-related potentials (ERPs) recorded as subjects read words that were meaningful or incongruous in the context of a sentence (N400 paradigm). The incongruous word was placed either early in the sentence or at the end. Source analysis showed activity in language areas of the left hemisphere, right temporal cortex and medial limbic cortex. The initial detection of semantic incongruity (approximately 250 ms) engaged the left prefrontal cortex and left anterior cingulate. In the critical (300-500 ms) interval, regional sources in left and right lateral prefrontal cortex, right temporal cortex, and both anterior and posterior cingulate were responsive to the semantic manipulation. Left hemisphere activity preceded right hemisphere activity, and semantic effects in frontal regions began earlier and were more sustained than the transient effects within posterior cortical regions. Findings are discussed with respect to recent theories of corticothalamic and corticolimbic networks in attention and semantic processing.